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Celebrate your future Blessing with True Mother! 
   

Calling young singles, supporters, and parents! Come through to the festival of the year 

this FRIDAY @  9PM EST - a worldwide online celebration of filial culture and the Marriage 

Blessing! Participate in a beautiful Devotion Ceremony, hear incredible testimonies about 

the inspiring power of the Blessing, and be a part of a LIVE International Talent Show, where 

YOU decide the winner. 

You don't wanna miss out - so sign up ASAP at hjfestival,us - more details and registration 

can be found there. See you this Friday! 

   

Register Now! 

 

   



 

 

WHO IS THIS FOR? 

1. Anyone 13 years or older who wishes to receive the Blessing in the future and their 

parents (including spiritual parents). 

2. Single candidates currently in the matching process, and engaged couples. 

3. Personnel in charge of matters related to the Blessing and matching supporters on 

national, sub-regional, and regional levels. 

   

    

    

 

   

    

 

 

Follow Us on 

Social Media 

Keep up with the exciting 

happenings around the 

country! 

@ we.are.yayam 

#weareyayam 

 

 

   

 

   

 
 



For all young people to join True 
Mother in their commitment to their 
future Blessing

FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 2021 

9 PM EST

REGISTER

A worldwide online celebration of 
 lial culture and the Marriage 

Blessing

Devotion Ceremony

Participate in this holy ceremony with True Parents to bless young singles 

who resolve to commit to a lifestyle of integrity and receive the marriage 

 



Blessing in the future.

Blessing Testimonies

Listen to inspiring stories given by young Blessed couples and what the 

Blessing means to them.

International Talent Show

Root for your favorite musical performance by Blessed couples around the 

world in this global talent show!

REGISTER FOR FREE NOW

WHO CAN JOIN:

 



Contact us at bfmadmin@unification.org with any questions.

  1. Anyone 13 years or older who wishes to receive the Blessing in the 

future and their parents (including spiritual parents).

  2. Single candidates currently in the matching process, and engaged 

couples.

  3. Personnel in charge of matters related to the Blessing and matching 

supporters on national, sub-regional, and regional levels.

For anyone else who wants to attend, you will be able to watch on

 peacelink.live.

“You will all probably want a partner who has a heart

as wide as the ocean, right? It is the same for your

partner. This is the most important teaching among

True Father’s teachings - true love. ”
— TRUE MOTHER

Stay Updated
Want to know when the next Hyojeong Festival is? Leave your 

email below!

First Name

 

Last Name

Email Address

Sign Up
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Hyojeong Blessing Festival Participant Application

Candidate's Name *

First

 

Last

I am registered as a... *

Subregion *

State *

Gender *

Age *

Date of Birth *

MM DD YYYY

Submit

Male

Female

 

 


